Controversial Binladin Family Website
Goes up for Charity Auction
LOS ANGELES, Calif. – Oct. 7 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — shrimpo LLC is
announcing for auction the domain name: saudi-binladin-group.com and
associated Binladin domain names, once owned by Osama Binladin’s family.
These domain names, and their corresponding emails, were legally secured via
a unique technology developed by Christopher Curry, Principal of shrimpo LLC,
on September 11, 2001. The attack against the Twin Towers and the events that
ensued has been linked to Osama Binladin. It is coincidental that on that
very day, Binladin’s family website and all their emails and the domain name
also expired on September 11, 2001.

shrimpo
LLC is offering the sale of these domain names in an effort to stay true to
its goals of creating peace around the globe. shrimpo LLC feels there is no
better way to help others than through turning its back on terror and help
the victims of man-made and environmental disasters, such as Hurricane
Katrina.
This domain name will be up for auction at
http://www.saudi-binladin-group.com/auction/
shrimpo LLC will contribute 60 percent of all monies received by the auction
sale to the following charities: 56 cents of every dollar to the American Red
Cross; 4 cents of every dollar to C’amai, an environmental awareness group
focusing on global environmental changes.

The message at shrimpo LLC is one of promoting peace on Earth, by reaching
out and helping each other – rather than perpetuating human injustice and
environmental destruction. Christopher Curry remarks, “We wish to take this
opportunity to bring our dreams of global peace to life by giving support to
these organizations. Therefore, we have made the following decision to
provide an opportunity to a special individual to own a piece of United
States history.”
This is a unique opportunity to own an unparalleled and controversial piece
of United States history, as well as a mysterious technological piece of
manifestation as it relates to the most violent attack against the United
States. You can not only own a part of history, but you can be a part of that
history. The new owner may possess this exciting piece of U.S. history and
get an insider’s view into some of these coincidental actions and events.
SHRIMPO LLC, http://www.shrimpo.com, is an innovative consultancy group,
based in Los Angeles, focused on streamlining communications among humans and
technology.
For more information visit: www.saudi-binladin-group.com/auction/
or contact: Jonas Andersson, +1-323-988-2117, jonas@shrimpo.com.
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